In this paper, we propose some preconditioning techniques for reduced saddle point systems arising from linear elliptic distributed optimal control problems. The eigenvalues of preconditioned matrices are analyzed. Moreover, the bounds of these eigenvalues with respect to the mesh size h are also obtained. Some numerical tests are presented to validate the theoretical analysis.
Introduction
We consider the preconditioning techniques for solving the saddle point system arising from linear elliptic distributed optimal control problems:
where ⊂ R  is a simply connected polygonal domain with a connected boundary ∂ .
The dataû is the target function, and the parameter β is the Tikhonov regular parameter. u is the state variable, and f is called the control variable. Such problems are simple models, which were originally introduced by Lions in [] . Some more complex formulations, which include control constraints or state constraints, can be found in [-] .
For the elliptic PDE-constrained optimization problem (), we take the method based on discretize-then-optimize [] approach. More concretely, we use the P  conforming finite elements for the approximations of the state variable u and the control variable f , which yields the following corresponding minimization problem [, ]:
where K ∈ R m×m is the stiffness matrix, M ∈ R m×m is the mass matrix. Both M and K are symmetric and positive definite. b ∈ R m is the discrete Galerkin projection of the target
, and d ∈ R m contains the terms arising from the boundaries of finite element approximation of the state u. Then, using the Lagrange multiplier technique for the minimization problem (), we can find that f, u and λ satisfy the following linear saddle point system [] :
where λ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. To obtain the above system, we have used the fact that K = K T . Obviously, from the first equation of (), we can obtain that
Substituting () into (), we can easily obtain the following reduced system:
This paper is devoted to constructing efficient preconditioners for the reduced linear saddle point system (). Comparing with (), () is a smaller linear system so that it can help us to reduce computational cost. As we know, previous work has been mainly devoted to the development of efficient solution techniques for the original linear saddle point system (), such as the block diagonal preconditioner and the constraint preconditioner [], block triangular diagonal preconditioner [], block-counter-diagonal and block-countertridiagonal preconditioning techniques [] . Other recent work in this direction can also be found in [-] . For the reduced saddle point problem (), there have existed several preconditioning algorithms, we refer the reader to [-] for details. In our work, we extend similar preconditioning techniques, which were used in [, ] for system (), to the saddle point system (). We also refer the reader to [] for analogous discussions, where the optimal control of Stokes equations was addressed. The major contribution of our work is to establish the bounds of eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices with respect to the discretization mesh size h, though we also provide the analysis of eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices using the usual linear algebraic techniques developed in [, , ]. In particular, for the case that the Tikhonov parameter β is not very small, the bounds of eigenvalues of preconditioned matrices are proved to remain bounded away from  as h →  with a bound independent of h. This suggests that they are optimal preconditioners in the sense that their performances are independent of the mesh size h.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section , we provide preconditioning techniques for the situation that the Tikhonov parameter β is not very small, then we discuss the corresponding spectral analysis. In Section , we propose preconditioning techniques for the case that the Tikhonov parameter β is sufficiently small, and then the corresponding spectral analysis is presented. In Section , some numerical results are presented to demonstrate our theoretical analysis.
Preconditioners for the Tikhonov parameter β not very small
When the Tikhonov parameter β is not very small, we may provide block-counter diagonal preconditioner P bcd and block-counter-triangular diagonal preconditioner P bctd as the following form:
and
For the block-counter diagonal preconditioner P bcd , we have the following results. 
where i denotes the imaginary unit; (ii) the eigenvectors of the preconditioned matrix P - bcd A are of the form
Proof (i) By a direct calculation, we get
To proceed, let
where
Then from () we can know that if ν l is the eigenvalue of K - M, then the eigenvalues
Thus, the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix P
(ii) By similar techniques used in the proof of (ii) in Theorem ., we can obtain the corresponding conclusions.
For the block-counter-triangular diagonal preconditioner P bctd , we have the following results. , ∀x ∈ C m \{}, and -
Theorem . Let
Proof (i) A straightforward calculation shows that
It follows from the above equality that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix P (ii) Let {λ, (x, y) T } be an eigenpair for the matrix P - bctd A, then from the expression of P - bctd A in (), we have
or the above equation can be rewritten as
It is easy to see that if λ = , then y = , thus the corresponding eigenvectors take the form
If λ = , we have
Obviously, y ∈ C m is an eigenvector of the matrix (K - M)  . This completes the proof.
Furthermore, using the theory of finite element methods, we can use the results stated in the above two theorems to obtain more concrete bounds that involved the discretization mesh size h. Since in our numerical tests we use the P  conforming finite elements to discretize problem (), we recall the following lemma from [, ] which will be used frequently in our theory analysis. 
positive and independent of h and β.
With the above prepared techniques, we can obtain the following two corollaries.
Corollary . Let λ be an eigenvalue of P
- bcd A, with P bcd and A being defined in () and (). Then the following bound holds:
Proof From (i) in Theorem ., the eigenvalues of P
A direct calculation shows that
In the last step of the above equation we have used the fact that cos
Thus, from the above equality, we know that if we want to bound |λ
i.e., Mx = ν l Kx,
From () in Lemma ., we obtain
Thus, from (), () and () we get
Then the corollary follows by () and (). 
Proof From (i) in Theorem ., using the same proof procedure as in Corollary ., we can obtain the corresponding conclusion. 
Furthermore, if β is not too small, then from () we know that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices P - bcd A and P - bctd A are clustered. When the parameter β is not too small, () also means that P bcd and P btcd may perform as optimal preconditioners in the sense that their performances are independent of the mesh size h. Remark . In practical computations, we may choose good approximationsK andM for K and M, respectively. Then the corresponding preconditioners P bcd and P bctd are replaced byP
respectively.
Preconditioners for the Tikhonov parameter β sufficiently small
In this section, we discuss block diagonal and block-triangular diagonal preconditioning techniques for the linear system () and analyze the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the preconditioned matrices. The block diagonal preconditioner is given by
and the block-triangular diagonal preconditioner is of the form
Moreover, we find that both the preconditioned matrices P - bd A and P - btd A have eigenvalues around  when the Tikhonov parameter β is sufficiently small (i.e., β ). These properties are stated in the following two theorems. The spectral analysis for preconditioned matrices is largely based on the references [, ]. First, we consider the block diagonal preconditioner. 
Theorem . Let
Proof (i) A simple calculation shows that
where B = M - K . Therefore, 
Multiplying both sides of the above equation by -β yields
i.e.,
From the expressions of () and () we obtain
Thus,
Therefore, if x (l) ∈ C m is an eigenvector of the matrix B, then y x (l) is the eigenvector of the matrix C ∈ R m×m . This finishes the proof.
Then we turn our attention to the block-triangular diagonal preconditioner.
Theorem . Let A ∈ R m×m be the coefficient matrix of the linear system () and , ∀y ∈ C m \{}, and x
Proof (i) By a direct calculation we get that
It follows from the above equality that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix P - btd A are  with algebraic multiplicity m, and m eigenvalues with the form  + βμ  , where μ is any eigenvalue of the matrix M - K . This demonstrates the conclusions of (i).
(ii) Let {λ, (x, y) T } be an eigenpair for the matrix P - btd A, then from the expression of P - btd A in (), we have
It is easy to see that if λ = , then x = , thus the corresponding eigenvectors take the form e =  y , with ∀y ∈ C m \{}.
(   )
Thus, λ = βμ  + , with μ an eigenvalue of the matrix
Obviously, x ∈ C m is an eigenvector of the matrix (M - K)  . This completes the proof.
Furthermore, we provide more concrete bounds which involved the discretization mesh size h. The results are stated in the following corollaries. A direct calculation leads to
In the last step of the above equation we have used the fact that cos (k+)π  = . Thus, from the above equation, we know that if we want to bound |λ
i.e., Kx = μ l Mx,
Thus, from (), () and () we get
Then the corollary follows by () and (). 
Proof From (i) in Theorem ., using the same proof procedure as in Corollary ., we can obtain the corresponding conclusion. 
Numerical experiments
The test problem we consider is the following linear elliptic optimal control problem:
, otherwise.
Our numerical experiments are performed by MATLAB. We consider four uniformly refined meshes, which are constructed by subsequently splitting each triangle into four triangles by connecting the midpoints of the edges of the triangle. First, by setting the regular parameter β =  - (not very small), we show the eigenvalues of the precondi- Furthermore, for comparison, we show the number of iterations for different preconditioners with different regular parameters in Table  . In all implementations, we use zero as initial guess and stop the iteration when r (k) (= b -Ax (k) )  / r () (= b)  ≤  - . The iteration methods we use are preconditioned GMRES methods. From the results stated in Table  , first we find that when the regular parameter β is not very small, the number of iterations of P bcd and P bctd preconditioners is smaller than P bd and P btd , thus we should choose P bcd or P bctd as preconditioners. Moreover, in this case, we observe that the number of iterations of the preconditioned GMRES methods is hardly sensitive to the changes in the mesh size h, this validates the analysis in Remark .. On the other hand, when the regular parameter β is very small, the number of iterations of P bd and P btd preconditioners is smaller than P bcd and P bctd , thus P bd or P btd preconditioners are our choices.
